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Renew Your

of Damage

There is beauty in the transformation of a

Love Your Age
at Any Age

Next-level

Restore
Conﬁdence

flower as it blossoms. Is your skin in need
of a transformation?

xeo® skin therapy makes complete skin

transformation possible. Whatever your
skin tone, whatever your condition,

Ask your skincare professional how
xeo® skin therapy offers the ultimate blend
of comfort and results.

xeo® skin therapy offers safe, effective
treatments for a wide range of aesthetic
concerns—all while giving your skin a lift

Speak to your xeo®

and your confidence a boost.

provider today!

In just a few treatments, you’ll see visible
improvement in:
Fine lines and wrinkles
Sun damage, freckles
Age/brown spots
Facial redness
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Let your skin blossom with confidence.
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Your Age
Love Your Age
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Transform Transform
How You Feel
How You Feel
ConﬁdenceConﬁdence
xeo® skin therapy targets the primary signs

With a little makeup and sunscreen, you

of aging like pigmentation, redness, and fine

can return to your normal daily activities

wear of time through redness, age or brown

lines and wrinkles on the face and body. Prior

immediately and feel confident about your

spots and maybe even veins surfacing on

to your treatment, your provider will select the

skin again. In just two to six treatments,

your face and body. Whatever your skin

laser or light source best suited to target your

you can expect to see a visible difference

concern may be, xeo® skin therapy can

concern.

in the way your skin looks and feels.

Everyone ages differently. Some develop
fine lines and wrinkles; others show the

Best of all, almost any patient can enjoy

help erase the effects of aging and banish
sun damage, wrinkles, facial redness and

Following a xeo® skin therapy treatment, you

this safe, comfortable, non-invasive

unsightly veins on the face and body. Your

may experience slight redness or darkening of

procedure, with little to no downtime.

skincare professional will customize the

the treatment area, which will resolve within

xeo® skin therapy treatment to address

a few hours or days, depending on your skin

To find out if xeo® skin therapy is right for

your specific skin concerns.

condition.

you, schedule a consultation with your

skin
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skincare professional today.
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Blossom
Conﬁdence

